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about the editor

Min Grob
editor
To contact Min email:
contact@coercivecontrol.co.uk
Min has been raising awareness of coercive control since 2015, having both left a
relationship, and narrowly avoided selling the family home, in exchange for an isolated
smallholding in a foreign country, far away from everyone. Realising that non-violent abuse
is mostly invisible in plain sight, she set about organising the world’s first conference on
coercive control. To date conferences have been held in Bury St Edmunds, Bristol, London
and Liverpool.
In 2017, Min started CCChat, a free online magazine to further increase understanding and
give a voice to survivors who have not been heard. To date,the online version of CCChat has
been read over 44,000 times. This special edition is the first in a series, exploring the
complexities of understanding, identifying and evidencing coercive control in more depth.
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What is
Coercive Control?
Coercive control is a term developed by
Professor Evan Stark to help us understand
domestic abuse as more than a “fight”.

Coercive control is a pattern of behaviour

Much coercive control
is hidden from view
and can often look
like caring to the
outside world

which seeks to take away a victim’s freedom,
their sense of self and erode away their selfesteem. Domestic violence has always been
understood to be a single incident or series
of incidents of physical violence and has not
always been recognised as a pattern of
behaviour which may or may not include
physical violence.
Evan Stark developed the term “coercive

The perpetrator creates a world where the

control” to explain the range of tactics used

victim is isolated,threatened, monitored,

by perpetrators, and the impact of those

micromanaged,criticised, humiliated and sleep

actions on victims/survivors, According to

deprived. Victims often end up blaming

Stark, it is not, primarily, a crime of

themselves when the relationship goes wrong,

violence but, first and foremost, a liberty

not realising that the abuser is deliberately

crime as the victim is entrapped, similar to

undermining the relationship with a cycle of

being in a hostage situation.

loving acts and rejection.
Over time, this cycle will slowly chip away at

The key to identifying coercive control is to

the victim's self esteem as the abuser

understand it as a pattern of behaviour that

continues to manipulate with gaslighting to

accumulates over time during the course of the

further disorient their victim

relationship.

their reality.

Often violence is not needed as the threat of

Much coercive control is hidden from view and

violence is sufficient to keep a victim in

can often look like caring to the outside

fear of what the perpetrator might be capable

world (see The Sweatshirt Case overleaf).

of.
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Covert

Abuse
How does an abuser erode your self confidence and self esteem?
By abusing you by stealth,to bring you to your knees.

There are a number of ways in which a person

The Back Handed Compliment

can be undermined emotionally and
psychologically. Many of these ways will

Is in a compliment or is it an insult?

deliberately sow a seed of doubt in

You're not sure. If you don't ask them what

someone's mind, which will slowly eat away

they mean by it, your mind will replay the

at their self esteem. The abuser will

comment in your head but, but if you

undoubtably minimise their actions, in order

challenge them, the abuser will pretend to

to manipulate this doubt.

look hurt or shocked, feign mock outrage and
ask you HOW you could possibly think it was

The natural reaction to an abusive comment

anything other than a sincere compliment.

is to defend yourself but, when the abuse is

You may be accused of having such low self

ambiguous, this plays into the abuser's

esteem you are unable to accept compliments,

hands as they are then able to accuse you of

or you may be accused of being generally

being argumentative, deliberately trying to

distrusting.

start a fight, being over sensitive or

The backhanded compliment is a passive

paranoid in an attempt to get you to back

aggressive way to hurt someone whilst

down. The abuser will often accompany the

claiming to be nice.

covert abuse with impatience and mock

" He looked at a picture my 5 year old had

outrage when challenged. This creates enough

drawn and said, 'that looks good, did you

doubt to replay the scenario in your head

paint that?'"

over and over, in an attempt to make sense

" That's an unusual looking dress, did you

of it,

make that?"
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Insinuation

Accusing You Of Overreacting

An insinuation is to suggest something

Any actions that have caused you upset will

unpleasant without directly saying so.

be minimised in an attempt to prevent those

The abuser uses carefully chosen comments

actions being questioned. Abusers will

knowing it will make someone feel

accuse you of being contentious, of

uncomfortable.

deliberately creating a situation, in order
to undermine your objection to their

" Is there something different about you? I

behaviour. Some of the ways in which they

can't put my finger on it"

will do this:

"You're so good at oral, you'd make a good

"You're being paranoid"

prostitute"

" Why are you looking for insult where there
isn't any?"

" Mmm, you used to have quite a past, didn't

" Why do you always have to try and start a

you?"

fight?"
" Stop being so sensitive"
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Stonewalling
Storming Out
Silent Treatment

Making a Joke

An abuser will storm out or

An abuser will make jokes at

Guilting

ignore you, as a response to

your expense, knowing that

Abusers like to make their

you objecting to something

the comments will be

victims feel guilty. They

they are doing. It is a way

upsetting to you but will

will act aggrieved and claim

of ensuring your voice is not

counterclaim that it was

something you have said has

heard by treating you as

'only' a joke and that, if

hurt them, in an attempt to

someone not worthy of

you are offended, you are too

control what you say, or they

acknowledgement. This creates

sensitive or have no sense of

will make you feel guilty

fear and panic.It is both a

humour.

when you bring up something
they have said or done that

form of rejection and a form
of torture.You are invisible,

There is a difference between

therefore don’t exist. You

laughing with someone and

may not even know what you've

laughing at them.

has upset you.
They will try and make you

done, but the rejection is so

feel guilty for being upset

painful you moderate your

by some callous or cruel

behaviour to ensure it

action of theirs and will

doesn't happen again.

often resort to underhand
tactics:

'How can you say that when
you know I was abused as a
child?'
'How can you say this to a
cancer sufferer?'
They include other people in
the conversation to further
prov their point. It is a way
to guilt you into apologising
for bringing up THEIR bad
behaviour.
Some victims of abuse behave
abusively and rely on the
knowledge that few people
will challenge them because
of what they have had to
endure.
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The Push and Pull
Bring In Other People
Abusers like to validate their reasoning.
A relationship with a covert abuser will

The way they do this is to bring in other

continually be on and off. The abuser will

likeminded viewpoints to strengthen their

either put you on a pedestal and adore you

case. In an attempt to get you to accept

or they will push you off it and reject you.

what they say without challenge, they will

Their intention is to destabilise the ground

claim that they are not alone in their

you walk on, to deliberately make you feel

belief:

insecure so you worry about losing their

" I'm not the only one who thinks you are

love.

emotional and overreact, your mum thinks so

To the outside world it will have all the

too"

hallmarks of a 'volatile' relationship but

" Even your best friend thinks you're a

the difference between a volatile

bitch. She told me the day I saw her in the

relationship that is unhealthy but not

park"

abusive, and a relationship where one

If several people are of the same opinion as

partner deliberately plays with the emotions

the abuser, it makes it more difficult to

of their parrtner, is in the balance of

deny that it is not true. An abuser will use

power.

this knowledge to their advantage.
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Projection
Rewriting History
How many times have you been accused of

Covert abusers will deny something they have

doing something the accuser is guilty of?

said, something they have promised. By

This is called projection- where a covert

rewriting history, they are not only denying

abuser will try and disown qualities they

your reality, but will accuse you of lying

don't like in themselves and accuse someone

in an attempt to reframe both their reality

else of those qualities.

and yours.

A common form of projection is accusing you
of infidelity when, in fact, they have been

" I never wanted to marry you, you pleaded

unfaithful.

with me to marry you and I only agreed

Other examples are being accused of not

because I could see you wanted it so badly"

liking someone, of name-calling, of
spreading malicious gossip.

" I never told you that I had never been

The victim ends up feeling as though they

married before. You always knew but chose to

have to defend themselves for things they

forget it, because it didn't fit your

haven't done.

narrative"
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Red Flags
What to look out for at the
beginning of a relationship.

If an abuser punched you in the face on the first date,
there wouldn’t be a second one, so how do you know what to watch out for?

Many coercive and controlling behaviours can

2. They create a false sense of intimacy.

easily be mistaken for signs of love. It may
be romantic to have all the decision making

People who are controlling will attempt to

taken away from you at the beginning such as

lower your guard very quickly. One of the

where to go or which film to watch. It may

ways they do this is by telling you

feel flattering to have someone want to

something about themselves that is very

spend all their time with you, but we are

personal. They may disclose that they have

talking about more than the heady early

been abused as a child or lived through

stages of falling in love and here are some

illness or poverty. They may say that they

of the signs:

were homeless or are orphaned. Anything to
evoke sympathy.

1. They come on strong

"I've never told anyone this, you're the

The beginning of a relationship with a

first person I feel I can trust to be

person who may become abusive later on is

myself"

often heady and intense.The relationship

You feel flattered, honoured even to be

will progress very quickly. There will be

entrusted with someone's personal

constant pressure to move the relationship

information and may feel the need to

forward because it's true love, fate, in the

reciprocate to balance it out.

stars,destiny, meant to be. BUT if someone

If you do get into a relationship with an

truly believes you are destined to stay

abuser who uses this tactic,you will later

together, for ever, why the rush?

find out that what they told you was a lie.
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4. They test your boundaries

3. They find your weakspots.
Abusers know that one of the best ways to
exert control over you is to find out your
weakspots and then use this knowledge to
gain power and control over you.

Abusers like to test the boundaries of your
moral code, to see how susceptible you are
to being manipulated by them, but first they
wait until you have invested in the

As mentioned before, they do this by
prematurely disclosing some personal

relationship, as it is much harder to say no
to someone you love.

information, in the hope that you will give
them something back.

This may be presented as something exciting,
rebellious or even bohemian but it will be

They are looking for:
1. Things you are ashamed of
2. Times you have lied
3. If you have ever broken the law
4. Anything that makes you insecure.

something that causes you discomfort. Not
participating will be seen as being boring,
convential, pedestrian and, especially if
the boundaries being tested are of a sexual
nature, as being too 'vanilla' causing you
to feel sexually insecure.The idea is to

If they are in receipt of information that
can embarrass, shame or humiliate you, they
will store it away for later use, to either

erode your ethical values until you
participate in an act that can then be used
against you, at a later date.

blackmail or coerce you to do what they
want.

Abusers also test where your boundaries lie,
when it comes to being ill-treated. Again,

This can often be coercing you into
participating in some sexual act you are
reluctant to engage in, or to help them in
antisocial or criminal activity. They may

they wait until you have invested in the
relationship, have fallen in love with them.
It is when you are feeling secure in their
love, that they will drop a bomb.

then make a recording of this, although you
may not even be aware that this is
happening, as they may use covert means such
as surveillance devices or will film you in
your sleep.

They will instigate an argument, call you
names, maybe storm out or reject you. They
may stay at the pub all night, stay with a
friend, you may not see them for days,
leaving you devastated and confused about

All of this is to have a greater hold over
you, with which to exert control.

what you did wrong, before they come back,
begging forgiveness. If you accept their
apology, it shows them that your boundaries
can be broken.
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5. They manipulate your
reality

6. They have a fan club

Abusers won't show you their

They appear to have a lot of

true colours at the start of

friends for the sole purpose

the relationship. If they

of convincing you how amazing

The relationship will

punched you in the face on

they are. Controllers

vacillate between extreme

the first date, there would

especially like to control

highs and lows.To the outside

not be a second. So, instead,

the image the world has of

world, it will look like a

they charm to disarm but they

them and to do this, they

relationship that is full of

need to act quickly, to avoid

cultivate a lot of friends

drama, characterised by lots

their true selves being

who can confirm their

of ‘passion’ and will often

revealed. To do this, they

magnificence.

be described as 'volatile' or

7. Full of highs and lows.

'toxic' but there are key

will overwhelm you with love,
attention, gifts, caring,

They will be described as

differences between a

attention and love. They aim

charming, helpful, kind,

relationship that is volatile

to be your idea of a perfect

generous. Don't be fooled by

and one where an abuser

person and to do this they

what is being said. Ask

deliberately manipulates

listen to all your desires

yourself why they are saying

their partner by pushing the

and carry them out.

it.

away and reeling them back.
In volatile relationships,
there may be a difficulty in
managing emotions and
expressing how someone feesl
to their partner. This may be
as a result of not knowing
what a healthy relationship
looks like.A relationship
that is abusive, on the pther
hand, will have a partner who
consistently seeks to
undermine and control.
Abusers want you to think you
can't live without them and
without their love so they
will deliberately create a
fear that you could lose it.
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When my needs aren’t met, I have these
feelings that I wanted my brother
( crossed out) partner to die.

ENTITLEMENT
When an abuser’s needs aren’t met,
there will be consequences.
Understanding the entitled mindset.
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Entitlement
Abusers have an expectation of how they want to be treated, how they
deserve to be treated.
In the abuser’s mind, these expectations outweigh the needs of those
around him or her.

When a person is entitled, they believe that
they are deserving of special treatment that
others are not entitled to. They are often
unable to reach a compromise with others and
therefore can often make impossible demands
of others, fully expecting those needs to be
met. When those needs are not met, they

If expectations
aren’t met, there
WILL be
consequences.

often show their disatisfaction by becoming
angry or showing self-pity.
Failing to have their needs met will result in
The entitled person does not deliberately set

consequences for those expected to meet

out to abuse a person, but their belief system is

them. This can be lashing out both verbally

such that it will seek to justify their actions.

and physically, punishment, or being made to

This is the same expectation as those who

feel guilty.

expect sex as a right and refuse to take 'no' for
an answer because it is their right to have sex

Everyone can feel entitled and there is

when they want.

sometimes justification in believing we
deserve certain things, but what differentiates

A person with a heightened sense of

this from the more severe form of entitlement

entitlement will seek a partner who will put

is the difference between someone who

their needs before anyone else's and that

occasionally feels entitled and someone who

includes their own children because, in their

feels the world revolves around them.

minds, they are the highest being in the
household therefore everyone else's needs are

When someone reacts with anger every time

secondary to theirs, but not only that, it will

they fail to get their own way, that is an

also be the role of others to serve their needs.

indication that you are dealing with a
heightensed sense of entitlement.
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Some signs of
entitlement:
Impose unrealistic demands

The
heyy belie
believve happiness is

The
heyy crav
crave
e admiration and

of others

their right , e
evven at the

adoration and will o
offten put

expense o
off others.

themselv
themselves
es for
orw
ward ffor
or

The
heyy see peers and other
people as c
competition
ompetition

aw
awards,
ards, pressurise others tto
o
The
heyy belie
believve the ends alw
alway
ayss

nominat
nominate
e them and then

justif
justifyy the means

ensure that e
evver
eryyone is

Struggle tto
oc
compromise
ompromise on

inf
informed
ormed o
off an
anyy aw
award
ard or

mutually bene
beneficial
ficial

The
heyy are easily threat
threatened
ened b
byy

agreements

other people.

priz
prize
e the
theyy rec
receiv
eive.
e.
The
heyy belie
believve that, if their

Prioritise themselv
themselves
es o
ovver

The
heyy operat
operate
e double

needs are being met, the
theyy

others

st
standards
andards

are being abused.

See themselv
themselves
es as superior

The
heyy look out ffor
or number 1

Habitual anger and self pity
Someone who is a ttak
aker
er and
not a giv
giver
er
Someone used tto
o getting
what the
theyy w
want
ant so unable tto
o
tak
ake
e no ffor
or an ans
answ
wer.
Unhealth
Unhealthyy Narcissism
Someone who ffeels
eels sorr
sorryy ffor
or
yourself and are openly
melodramatic about it.
Described b
byy others as a
bully, manipulativ
manipulative,
e, ruthless
egotistic
egotistical,
al, vvain
ain and a liar.
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The Continuum of
Coercive Control
Coercive control exists on a continuum. The control may be unkind and morally wrong,
but it has not necessarily crossed the line where it would be considered a crime.

Non-coercive (cooperative) relationships:

Coercive entrapment:

There is mutual support and shared decision

This is the most extreme form of control.

making. Arguments may surface but neither

Strategies are put in place to deprive a victim

partner frightens, threatens, or punishes the

of choices and resources. There abuser

other.

alternates between showing kindness and
being abusive in an attempt to form a

Coercive control relationships:

trauma bond.
The victim no longer controls their actions for

In this relationship, one person uses a variety

fear of upsetting their partner, they are IN

of tactics to control their partner.

FEAR and will most likely be feeling isolated,
trapped and hypervigilant, feeling that they

To avoid conflict, the non controlling partner

are walking on eggshells. They may have lost

will make certain sacrifices to avoid conflict

a sense of who they are, as an independent

and punishment.. This may mean not

person as their reality may now be constantly

spending time with certain people, not going

defined by the controller. This is known as

out for fear of upsetting the other partner.

PERSPECTICIDE - a type of emotional abuse
where one partner is so controlling, the

Although there is control, the victim may still

victim loses their grasp on what is true. It is

resist by becoming secretive or may have a

similar to the Stockhom Syndrome

'fuck it' moment and risk the consequences.

experinced by some kidnap victims as they
identify with the person controlling them.
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The Ties That Bind
Understanding Traumatic Bonding

Traumatic bonding happens following an intense cycle of love bombing and
rejection which creates powerful emotional bonds, making it difficult to break free

People who have never been in an abusive

The reason trauma bonding is so powerful is

relationship often don't understand what

because of the turmoil a body goes through.

keeps a victim of domestic abuse tied to
their abuser. Comments such as ' I'd never

There are two stages to trauma bonding and

allow myself to be treated that way.' or

this cycle is continually repeated.

'I'd be out of the door as soon as he laid a
finger on me' down to the 'it can't be that

The first stage is the intense 'in love'

bad, if she stays' or ' she must like being

stage which is often referred to as 'love

abused.' are common. Even those who have

bombing'. It is heady and your body is

been in an abusive situation but have left

flooded with feel good hormones such as

can find it difficult to understand and all

oxytocin and dopamine.

too often, the explanation is down to love.
'Well, she still loves him'. or even, she is

The next stage is the rejection phase where

co dependent or addicted to the drama.

the abuser suddenly and without warning,
withdraws their love. This can be done by

Often the survivor themselves have no idea

instigating a row, ending the relationship

beyond knowing that something 'there' is

or the silent treatment.

keeping them there and, whereas some of the
above can be true, it comes nowhere near to

There is an overproduction of cortisol,the

explaining that feeling of being welded to

stress hormone, which makes a person

your abuser.

hypervigilant, causes anxiety, cause high
blood pressure.
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The body becomes desperate
to return back to how it
was before

Traumatic Bonding is not
like unconditional love. It
is full of conditions.

The body becomes desperate to

Through this repeated cycle

return back to how it was

of intense love and sudden

before and without

rejection, the abuser has

understanding that this is a

trapped their partner into

deliberate tactic,a victim is

believing that, if only they

often easily convinced that

did not deliberately set out

the downturn in the

to upset the abuser, they

relationship is their

wouldn't keep having to win

fault.

back their love.

The fact is that it was never real.
It was never who they were. It was the fiction
deliberately constructed to draw the victim to them.

It doesn't take much for a victim to become

What is not sufficiently understood is that

so bonded to their tormenter, they will do

if someone does leave the relationship, they

anything to return to the previous state of

are so bonded to the abuser that they will

bliss, away from the fear of rejection,

most likely return and those who don't leave

without actually seeing that this is part of

will often get discarded when the abusive

the cycle of abuse.

partner moves onto the next person.

People stay in the relationship because they
believe the wonderful 'loved up' phase is

Without understanding what trauma bonding is

real.It was never real. It was a fiction

and how it occurs, it is easy for someone

deliberately constructed to seduce the

who has left the relationship to think that

victim into committing to them.

what they feel is love and return to the
abuser, when the truth is that because the
trauma bond has been threatened, there will

Anyone leaving such a
relationship needs
understanding and ongoing
support to resist the urge to
return.

be an overwhelming need to return back to
the seeming safety of the 'loved in' stage.
Anyone leaving such a relationship needs
understanding and ongoing support.
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Reading List
further reading on and around coercive control

COERCIVE CONTROL: HOW MEN ENTRAP WOMEN IN PERSONAL LIFE
This award-winning book by international
expert on coercive control, Professor Evan
Stark is one of the most important books ever
written on domestic violence and a necessary
read for anyone wishing to understand
calculated conduct to intimidate, isolate and
control.

INVISIBLE CHAINS:OVERCOMING COERCIVE CONTROL IN YOUR INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP
Lisa Aronson Fontes, PhD wrote this book
drawing on both professional expertise and
personal experience to help recognise
controlling behaviours of all kinds and what
to do about it.
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GASLIGHTING; HOW TO RECOGNISE MANIPULATIVE & EMOTIONALLY ABUSIVE PEOPLE
Dr Stephanie Sarkis is a mental health expert
sheds light on "gaslighting"--the
manipulative technique used by sociopaths,
narcissists, and others--offering practical
strategies to cope and break free.

TERROR, LOVE & BRAINWASHING
Alexandra Stein, Ph.D. is a writer and
educator specializing in the social psychology
of ideological extremism and other
dangerous social relationships. She is an
academic, having taught at the University of
Minnesota, Birkbeck, and the University of
London, now teaching at the Mary Ward
Center.

THE BETRAYAL BOND: BREAKING FREE OF EXPLOITATIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Exploitive relationships can create trauma
bonds that link a victim to someone
dangerous to them. Divorce, litigation of any
type, abuse of any kind, hostage negotiations,
kidnapping, professional exploitation and
religious abuse are all areas of trauma
bonding. Patrick Carnes looks at why they
form, who is most susceptible, how they
become so powerful and how to get out.
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LIVING WITH THE DOMINATOR
Pat Craven, a social worker and probation
officer, created the Freedom Programme for
survivors of domestic abuse in 1999. 'Living
with the Dominator' examines the roles
played by attitudes and beliefs on the actions
of abusive men and the responses of victims
and survivors. The aim is to help make sense
of and understand what has happened in the
relationship.

REMEMBERED FOREVER
On 19 July 2016, Claire and Charlotte Hart
were murdered, in broad daylight, by the
family's father, before committing suicide.
REMEMBERED FOREVER is the shocking
story of what led to this terrible crime. Luke
and Ryan Hart, the family's two surviving
sons, lived under the terror of coercive control
where their father believed his family
members were simply his possessions.

Wife Rape
Raquel Kennedy Bergen addresses a real but
long-neglected problem: the pain and
humiliation of sexual assault suffered by
many women at the hands of their partners.
Extensive gathering of personal testimony
from survivors, together with interviews with
service providers, bears witness to a lack of
validation and insufficient assistance
currently available.
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WHY DOES HE DO THAT?
Lundy Bancroft, a counsellor who works with
abusive men, looks inside the minds of angry
and controlling men and shows you how to
improve, survive or leave an abusive
relationship.

HOW HE GETS INSIDE HER HEAD: THE MIND OF THE MALE INTIMATE ABUSER
“What we found out by listening to the
abusers was that these abusers began the
abuse on the day they first met the woman.”
Don Hennessy, a relationship counsellor and
Director of the National Domestic Violence
intervention Agency in Ireland looks at the
tactics employed by the abuser.

Rethinking Narcissism: The Bad and Surprising Good About Feeling Special
Dr Craig Malkin is a clinical psychologist and
Lecturer at Harvard Medical School. His
internationally aclaimed book takes the often
misused term narcissism and offers a new
approach that looks at both healthy and
unhealthy narcissism and includes a test to
measure our own levels.
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